RW EAPVI
The Bridge to Academic Advancement
Who May Join?

- RW EAPV graduates with B average
- Gen VI graduates
Learning Outcomes - 1

• Comprehend college-level texts and write academic papers with near-native-like grammar
Atmosphere

• Rigorous, yet enjoyable

• Highly motivated, enthusiastic classmates
Activities - 1

• Reading chapters of academic textbooks
• Reading classic short stories
Activities - 2

• Writing academic essays (at least 3)

• Writing an 8 to 10-page research paper
Activities - 3

• Practical, contextualized grammar editing
• Vocabulary development through Academic Word List and word parts
Standards

• No plagiarism
• No native language
• No missed assignments
• High enthusiasm
Slogans

• “The toughest course I ever loved”

• “Twice as hard as EAPV, but half as hard as the university”